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Differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) has emerged as the 

fastest growing malignancy in the world,
[1]

 over the past 

20 years. This rise in incidence of thyroid cancer (3.01%) 

was reported to be the highest in United States with over 

48,000 cases annually.
[2]

 Differentiated thyroid cancers 

arise from follicular cells and include papillary (PTC), 

follicular (FTC) and Hurthle Cell Carcinoma (HCC). 

Surgical excision remains the gold standard for the 

treatment of differentiated thyroid cancer. 

 

The most common type of differentiated thyroid cancer 

is papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC). For most patients 

with PTC, the survival is generally considered excellent, 

but this depends on histologic type and on well-defined 

prognostic factors such as age, sex, soft-tissue extension, 

lymph node metastasis and distant metastasis.
[3-6]

 

Persistence of disease after definitive surgical resection 

for early stage I and II PTC has been reported to be as 

high as 11-30%.
[7]

 A prospective study involving patients 

reported in national thyroid cancer registry (United 

States of America) revealed that recurrence of disease 

occurred in 10-30% of patients with stage I-III PTC.
[8]

 

The presence of local and regional recurrences within the 

central compartment may add considerable risk to long-

term morbidity, including change or loss of quality of 

voice and deglutition. Recurrences in local site or central 

compartment may also carry considerable risk for tumour 

related death among patients above the age of 45. 

 

Until recently, many issues regarding the treatment of 

recurrent or persistent PTC remained unresolved and 

controversial. One of the most important dilemma was 

effect of the extent of surgery for papillary thyroid 

cancer, in relation to survival and morbidity. The aim of 

this review is to clarify this enigma, in the light of 

scientific evidence and latest guidelines. 

 

The discussion over extent of surgery for papillary 

thyroid cancer, would be most easily perceivable, when 

this topic is evaluated in relation to the Bilimoria 

study,
[9] 

which changed the course of surgical treatment 

of papillary thyroid cancer. 

 

THE RISE AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE 

BILIMORIA STUDY  

Bilimoria et al
[9]

 (2007) conducted a study involving 

52,173 patients who had undergone surgery for PTC. 

The details of these patients were registered in National 

Cancer Data Base, over a period of almost 13 years, from 

1985 to 1998. The objective of this study was to examine 

whether the extent of surgery affects outcomes for PTC 

and to determine whether a size threshold could be 

identified, above which total thyroidectomy is associated 

with an improvement in recurrence and long-term 

survival rates. 

 

Of the 52,173 patients included in the study, 43,227 

(82.9%) had undergone total thyroidectomy, while 8946 

patients (17.1%) underwent surgical lobectomy. The 

results showed that for PTC < 1 cm, extent of surgery did 

not impact recurrence or survival. For tumours ≥ 1 cm, 

lobectomy resulted in higher risk of recurrence and 

death. To minimize the influence of larger tumours, 1 to 

2 cm lesions were examined separately. Lobectomy was 

found to result in higher risk of recurrence and death. 

 

The authors concluded that total thyroidectomy results in 

lower recurrence rates and improved survival for PTC ≥ 

1.0 cm compared with lobectomy. This was the first 
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study to demonstrate that total thyroidectomy for PTC ≥ 

1.0 cm improves outcomes. 

 

The Bilimoria study had such an enormous influence 

over the management of PTC, that the ATA (American 

Thyroid Association) guidelines of 2009,
[10]

 adopted the 

results of this study as the very basis for 

recommendations regarding treatment. The ATA 

guidelines very clearly stated (Recommendation 26) that 

for patients with thyroid cancer > 1cm, the initial 

surgical procedure should be a near-total or total 

thyroidectomy, unless there are contraindications to this 

surgery. Thyroid lobectomy alone may be sufficient 

treatment for small (< 1cm), low-risk, unifocal, 

intrathyroidal papillary carcinomas in the absence of 

prior head and neck irradiation or radiologically or 

clinically involved cervical nodal metastasis. 

 

THE FALL AND REJECTION OF THE 

BILIMORIA STUDY  

Over the years, many authors showed rejection towards 

the Bilimoria study. Legendary surgeons such as Shah 

JP
[11]

 (2008) and Shaha AR
[12]

 (2010) pointed out 

concerns with Bilimoria et al’s multivariable analysis, as 

it did not account for potentially important factors such 

as comorbidities, multifocality, extrathyroidal extension, 

and completeness of resection. In another very important 

study, Mendelsohn et al
[13]

 (2010) reported a subsequent 

analysis of 22,724 patients suffering from papillary 

thyroid cancer, registered with the SEER database 

(Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results) over a 

period of 1998 to 2001. The results showed no survival 

difference between thyroid lobectomy versus total 

thyroidectomy. Such conflicting findings reopened the 

debate regarding the issue of extent of surgery for 

papillary thyroid cancer. 

 

The final blow to the Bilimoria study was delivered by 

the publishing of Adam et al’s research paper in 2014.
[14]

 

The study involved 61,775 patients with PTC tumours 

1.0 cm to 4.0 cm undergoing thyroidectomy, from 1998 

to 2006, registered with the National Cancer Database 

(United States of America). Cox proportional hazards 

models were applied to measure the association between 

extent of surgery and overall survival while adjusting for 

patient demographic and clinical factors, including 

comorbidities, extrathyroidal extension, multifocality, 

nodal and distant metastases, and radioiodine treatment. 

Among 61,775 PTC patients, 54,926 had undergone total 

thyroidectomy, while 6,849 underwent lobectomy.  

 

When compared to lobectomy, patients of total 

thyroidectomy had more nodal (7% vs. 27%), 

extrathyroidal (5% vs. 16%), and multifocal disease 

(29% vs. 44%). Median follow-up period was 82 months. 

After multivariable adjustment, overall survival was 

similar for total thyroidectomy vs. lobectomy in patients 

with tumours 1.0 – 4.0 cm in size. Older age, male 

gender, black race, lower income, tumour size, and 

presence of nodal and distant metastases were 

independently associated with compromised survival. 

 

This landmark study by Adam et al, changed the way 

papillary thyroid cancer was treated over the world. The 

effects were so profound that American Thyroid 

Association had to change its guidelines in lieu of the 

implications imposed by this study on the way papillary 

thyroid cancer was treated. 

 

The ATA in 2015 came up with revised guidelines
[15]

 in 

relation to treatment of differentiated thyroid cancer. The 

guidelines stated that for patients with thyroid cancer > 4 

cm (Recommendation 35A), or with gross extrathyroidal 

extension (clinical T4), or clinically apparent metastatic 

disease to nodes (clinical N1) or distant sites (clinical 

M1), the initial surgical procedure should include a near-

total thyroidectomy and gross removal of all primary 

tumour unless there are contraindications to this 

procedure. For patients with thyroid cancer > 1 cm and < 

4 cm (Recommendation 35B) without extrathyroidal 

extension, and without clinical evidence of any lymph 

node metastases (cN0), the initial surgical procedure can 

be either a bilateral procedure (near-total or total 

thyroidectomy) or a unilateral procedure (lobectomy). 

Thyroid lobectomy alone may be sufficient initial 

treatment for low-risk papillary and follicular 

carcinomas; however, the treatment team may choose 

total thyroidectomy to enable radioiodine (RAI) therapy 

or to enhance follow-up based upon disease features 

and/or patient preferences. If surgery is chosen for 

patients with thyroid cancer < 1cm (Recommendation 

35C) without extrathyroidal extension and cN0, the initial 

surgical procedure should be thyroid lobectomy, unless 

there are clear indications to remove the contralateral 

lobe. Thyroid lobectomy alone is sufficient treatment for 

small, unifocal, intrathyroidal carcinomas in the absence 

of prior head and neck radiation, familial thyroid 

carcinoma, or clinically detectable cervical nodal 

metastases. 

 

CONCLUSION  
 

There are now clear guidelines available to resolve the 

controversy of total versus hemi-thyroidectomy for the 

management of papillary thyroid cancer. The present 

review has brought to attention the landmark studies 

which led to the formulation of these treatment 

guidelines. 
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